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Conventional lighting Conventional lighting

Light source color：Natural white

Luci Spect C Luci Spect C

Ra96Ra96 Ra96Ra96

Luci Spect C series is LED highly lighting with color rendering properties 

which is close to natural light (sunlight). Light that is suitable for inspecting colors is 

combined with our distinguishingly compact and flexible form, 

and released as the Spect C series. The Spect C series will enable standardization of 

lighting environment for any visual inspections.

Color reproducibility for an object illuminated by light is called color rendering properties.

The base for color rendering properties is sunlight, and its Ra is defined as 100.

Therefore, the value of Ra is more like 100, the color renderring properties are highet and mre like sunlight.

Luci Spect C series claim the average color rendering index (R1-R8) at Ra96, 

and also achieve high value for special color rendering index.

Value of Ra96

Differences in vision of colors

You can see 
the natural skin color!

You can see the differences 
in colors and materials!

Standardize the lighting environment for visual inspection

LED for color and damage inspection

Luci Spect C series
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Spect C applicated in various industries.

Printing Fiber Automotive

Cosmetics

Oil

Paint

Metal

Industrial equipment

Sports

ISO 23603
Color evaluation

Standardize the lighting environment for visual inspection

LED for color and damage inspection
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Luci Spect C Stand light
Model No. LC-D5
Operating voltage Adapter AC100V-AC240V, 50/60 Hz
Power comsumption 9W
Size W313×H672×D457(mm)
Light source color Mixable colors  
 Daylight white and Natura white light sources can be switched & climmable.
Illuminance 2000 lx

Let's use Spect C in various scenes

Foldable

Daylight white and Natura white 
light sources can be switched to 

adjust the brightness by a touch panel

Business meeeting

Use the same light in the factory 
environment and client's side.

Work desk For Business partner

Due to the good color rendering 
officiency, harm of eyes can be reduced.
Further more, it can to increase by 
irradiating hands that perform detailed 
work.

Portable.
Can put in A4 size bag.

 - Inspection lighting as portable
 Suitable for color matching and inspection of small products

 - Mixable colors
 Change in color makes damages/color differences more noticeable

 - Dimmable
　The brightness is adjustable

Inspection line in Factory

POINT

Part names

Standardize the lighting environment for visual inspection

LED for color and damage inspection

Luci Spect C series

Range of movement

Base rear side and left side

Warning

Arm and head can be 
flexibly adjusted to desired 
directions and angles.

Forced move beyond the range of 
movement may cause damage of 
the product.

Arm

Power
terminal

Head
LED light

Base

Operation part
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Inspection box

The length of light can be adjusted ! 
Adjustable length can fits the inspection box on 
hand and it is possible to install it in the box.

Luci Power FLEX Spect C
Model No. LFPSC20-1000-＊（Light source color）-CL-I
Operating voltage 24V
Power comsumption 14.2W/m
Size W15×H4.5×L1011
Max. length per ciecuit 5m
Min. binding range 50mm
Light source color D:Daylight white 
 N:Natural white
Luminous flux N:965lm / D:986lm

Surface light 
Size Custom order
Light source color Daylight white, Natual white

Desk light
Size Custom order
Light source color Daylight white, Natual white

Pendant light
Size W1023*H20.8*D35.8(mm)
Light source color Daylight white, Natual white

Luci silux F

Examples of installing SpectC according to various usages

Flexible and cuttable!
Install anywhere in any way

Patented design

Color inspection room

By choosing the different light source colors, 
you can also check detailed scratches on 
products besides color inspection

Plane-emission lighting covered with 
translucent acrylic board
Capable of widely and effectively illuminate the area without lines 
or dots of LED lighting.

Spot lighting fixable with screws on the 
working table
The light source is located below worker's face, which enhances 
worker's concentration as well as relieves a feeling of fatigue.

Suspension type linear lighting as a 
substitute for fluorescent lighting

Compact linear lighting installable 
without joint of light
Effective for inspecting uneven coating, shape distortion, and 
dust on products by glare of linear light. As dots of LED lights 
are invisible, it is less reflective on mirror surface materials 
and thus eye-friendly.

W*×H16mm×D12(mm)
*=size variation 10 （74mm～1451mm）

 - Cuttable and flexible inspection light
 Length is easily adjustable for each workplace

 - We give advice on the inspection space 
    according to its illumination criteria
 The best inspection space can be created handily

Inspection of shape distortion

POINT

POINT POINT POINT

ISO 23603
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Real customer opinions

Established in Los Angeles in 1990, and Japan office was established 
in 1994. Artificial body parts are for a medical treatment to recover 
aesthetic and functions of patients who have lost faces, fingers, 
limbs, breasts congenitally or by accident or by surgery to remove 
malignant tumors. For that purpose, highly refined artificial body 
parts are made and fitted to each patient.

Company / Ahead Laboratories (Chuo-ku, Tokyo)

Medical technology department

Ms. Mari Sugita

❖COMPANY PROFILE❖

vol.1

◀ Coloring an artificial body part with Luci Spect C 
aluminum LED desktop lamp

Ms. Sugita explained in the interview that it is very important for 
artificial body parts to look real, especially in the sunlight (natural 
light) as patients use them in their daily lives. Thus, she has a strong 
commitment to skin colors. She asks patients to visit the laboratory 
and colors the product as she compares it with the patient's skin 
color. The skin color of a person may change slightly due to a 
tanning or physical condition, so that she sometimes makes the 
same body parts in three different skin colors for the patient. As 
she works in the laboratory that requires such meticulous attention 
to colors, she often felt that the conventional lighting tends to 
obscure the redness of skin. However, when she used Luci SpectC 
aluminum LED desktop lamp, she was able to color the product 
more delicately than before without worrying about the redness 
(complexion) being obscured. Although it is artificial, Ms. Sugita 
said, they are always pursuing the reality that seems to be alive.

It improves color reproducibility and therefore the finished product 
becomes finer and more real with the skin color same as the 
patient's. Ms. Sugita also feels, other than making fine products, 
that this lighting has additional value. One of the essential roles of 
artificial body parts is to support social rehabilitation of patients. 
Most patients who first visit the laboratory feel anxious and worried. 
"Having the lighting that is similar to the sunlight (natural light)" 
enables us to create the products that look natural in daily life. 
Using SpectC will help to relieve patients' anxiety and provide them 
confidence, Ms Sugita said. This is another value of SpectC series 
newly discovered here.

 Commitment to the skin color  Value of SpectC series

We are always pursuing "the reality that seems to be alive".

High reproducibi l i ty of the redness of natural 
skin color enables more natural color matching

Recommended by CEO!Key point

80

Shapes, colors, wrinkles, and moles are all 

reproduced accurately as if they are real 

when we make artificial body parts. The 

technique of reproducing each product by 

hand requires the working environment with 

natural light. I think that Luci Power FLEX 

spectC is an essential lighting device for 

reproducing human skin tones and eyeballs 

finely and accurately.

Conventional lighting Luci Spect C
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Providing colors to plastic products as added values.
http://www.hillprint.co.jp/

Company / HILL PRINT Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing Department, Division 2

Manager: Mr. Takahiro Rikitake

❖COMPANY PROFILE❖

vol.2

◀ Compact design fits anywhere

◀ Adjustale design 
easy of use.

Mr. Rikitake is a color inspector in the process of color matching. 
When he inspects the product in printing, he visually inspects the 
printed film, approximately 2 meters long being cut out from the 
1000 meters roll, on the inspection desk. Various colors are printed 
using CMYK, and adjusted by regulating the amount of inks. Some 
clients ask for blending inks in order to achieve their desired colors.
Previously, we had trouble matching colors of films before the final 
presentations, because colors look differently under fluorescent 
light. Thus, we purchased spectC aluminum LED desktop lamp for 
color inspection process as well as for business meeting. The color 
of this lighting is close to the natural light, and we can see colors 
better, especially red. Clients sometimes used to check colors 
outside the room in order to see them in the natural light, but now 
it is not necessary any more.

It enabled standardization of the lighting environment for inspection 
in the manufacturing factory and the business meeting room. One 
spectC is installed on the inspection desk in the factory, and one in 
each business meeting room. Meeting with clients goes smoothly 
by using D65 and D50 inspection light.

 Commitment to the color  Value of SpectC series

Standardized the lighting environment which is close to natural light.
for inspection in the manufacturing factory and business meeting room.

ISO 23603
Color evaluation
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LFPSC20-1000-D-CL-I

LFPSC20-1000-N-CL-I

 LFPSC20 - 1000 - ＊ - CL - I 

4.5

15

20.8

125
1011±2 190

Cuttable Point

ISO 23603
Color evaluation

Luci Power FLEX Spect C
LFPSC
Indoor Strip Light

1000

Product Name / LED pitch

LFPSC20

Length Light source color Tube type Environment

I : Indoors

Model No.

D : Daylight white
N : Natural white

CL : Clear

Light Intensity

1

1 10

2

2 2

3

3m 3
4

39

22

65°
65°

20
10

50
100
200
500

(lx)
5

1000

349

87

1/2 illuminance angle

38

22

65°
65°

(lx)

20
10

50
100
200
500

5

1000

346

86

1/21/2 illuminance angle

1

1 10

2

2 2

3

3m 3
4

Specification
LED pitch 20mm pitch

Model No. LFPSC20-1000-＊-CL- I

Power consumption 14.2W/m

Fitting length(L) 1011mm 

Weight 60g

Cuttable unit 125mm (6 LED)

Luminaire efficacy(2700K) 65.8 lm/W

Light source color ○ = Device inventory　* = Equivalent

D ○
N ○

D65
D50

698 lm
639 lm

Ra 90
Ra 90

General Specification
Input voltage DC24V

LED beam angle 120°
Environment Indoors (no condensation)

5m

Min. bending range R50mm

Material (body) Soft acrylic

Attachments End cap 2pcs

Option parts
Mounting rail Mounting clip End cap

Double sided tape

Certification CE

Dimmable ○
Power Supplies Required

External dimensions

Specification may be subject to change without announcement.
The optical data provided on the each product pages are for reference only; 

the data values are not guaranteed. Please use as reference materials for your planning.

side viewtop view

Max. connectable length per power supply
Length of LED fixture (70% loading factor)　*: split into multiple circuits

20mm pitch Power supply

〜2.8m 50W power supply

〜4.9m 100W power supply

〜7.3m* 150W power supply
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10
.6

18.5pan head screw M3

 Mounting rail 1000 for Power FLEX  Option Parts

Model No : LFP-RL1000

For straight installation.

front viewside view

Screw hole :φ4

42.5
970±28

42.5 85200 200 200 200

18
.4

front viewside view

 45°Mounting rail 1000 for Power FLEX  Option Parts

Model No : LFP-45RL1000

For tilting LED fixture in 45 degree.

Screw hole :φ4

42.5 200 200 85 42.5200200
970±20

14.2
22.8

(18.4)

26
.5

27

front viewside view

 Aluminum mounting rail 1000 for Power FLEX  Option Parts

Model No : LFP-RL1000-AL

For straight installation.

Screw hole :φ4

18
.5

50
970±210.6

50 435 435

 Mounting clip for Power FLEX  Option Parts

Model No : LFP-RC
5 pcs/1 bag 

For curved installation.
   

 End cap for Power FLEX  Attachment  Option Parts

Model No : LFP-EC
2 pcs included, 2 pcs/1 bag as option parts

For sealing the open end of LED fixture after cutting.
Sealing glue is required to supply by installer.
Acrylic glue is recommended.

front viewside view

11

16
.6

5.9

 Strong double sided tape Option Parts

Model No : LFP-AT10
Dimension: 10 mm (W) * 10m (L)

For fixing the LED fixture.

Attachment

Mounting clip for rail 
Model No : LFP-PT
5 pcs / 1 bag is included

21.2

10
.2

pan head screw M3

21.2

7.
5

9.
8

25
.1

24.5
29.5pan head screw M3

Attachment

21.2

7.
5

9.
8

Mounting clip for rail 
Model No : LFP-PT
5 pcs / 1 bag is included

37

6

pan head screw M3

Optional parts

front viewside view

Screw hole :φ4.5

10

10

37

6
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Installing the product

Straight installation

Screw fixing
The Mounting rail should be preset on the installation spot with screws supplied by 
installer. (Pan head screws M3 recommended.)
Install the LED fixture with mounting clips for rail to ensure the straight and flat 
installation.

Cornice lighting

Cove lighting

Option Parts

 Mounting rail 1000 for Power FLEX
(LFP-RL1000)

Attachments

Mounting clip for rail
(LFP-PT)

Attachments

Mounting clip for rail
(LFP-PT)

For downward installation, mounting clips 
for rail can prevent falling.

Mounting clip bundled with a rail

Option Parts

 Mounting rail 1000 
for Power FLEX
(LFP-RL1000)

Bonding
Install the mounting rail with acrylic compatible adhesive where screws cannot be 
fastened.

Cornice lighting

Screw fixing Cove lighting

Straight installation by 45 degreee rail

Option Parts

 45°Mounting rail 1000 
for Power FLEX
(LFP-45RL1000)

Tilting LED fixture in 45 degree.
The 45 degree Mounting rail should be preset on the installation spot with screws 
supplied by installer. (Pan head screws M3 recommended.)
Install the LED fixture with mounting clips for rail to ensure the straight and flat 
installation.

Attachments

Mounting clip for rail
(LFP-PT)

For downward installation, mounting clips 
for rail can prevent falling.

Mounting clip bundled with a rail

Option Parts

 45°Mounting rail 1000 for Power FLEX
(LFP-45RL1000)

Screw fixing

Bonding

Place the LED fixture on the installation spot and fix the mounting clips by screw 
supplied by installer. (Pan head screws M3 recommended.)

Curved installation

Option Parts

 Mounting clip for Power FLEX
(LFP-RC)

Install the mounting clips with acrylic compatible adhesive where screws cannot be 
fastened.

R50mm
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Connecting to the power supply

power supply

↑
DC output side 

(Connected to LED fixture)
GND: white   +: black

↑ AC input side

DC＋ DC- FG AC(L) AC(N)

Ex: 150W Power Supply

AC input sideDC output side
(Connected to LED fixture)

Polarity Polarity

Ground

■Cables used for connecting LED fixtures and Power supply must be a suitable 
type and gauge.

■Cables should be joined with suitable terminal block or methods as appropriate 
to the installation and operating environment.

 Caution: When using a long cable with thin dimension, the resistance of cable will 
increase. Voltage drop and heat dispatching may occur and result in brightness 
decreasing.

 Caution: When separating one cable to multiple circuits in the same gauge, 
the current loading focuses on the junction of the branch circuit and high 
temperature will liberate on there.Please consider the loading of the power 
supply (quantity of LED fixture) and review the wiring system to avoid the above 
problem.

■When connecting the dimmer driver with power supply, unpredicted noise might 
occur. It is a characteristic of electronic devices, not a malfunction of the LED 
fixture.
Please choose an appropriate power supply and consider a place to install. 
Reducing the loading factor of LED fixture might improve the noise from the 
power supply while the noise for the LED fixtures might be improved by splitting 
the circuit of LED fixtures into multiple. 

Cutting of lamp fitting

+24V +24V

Cuttable unit : 6 LED

Expanded

The cuttable unit of Luci Power FLEX is 2 LEDs.
Failure will caused by cutting on incorrect position.

End cap is required for sealing the open end of LED fixture after cutting.
Sealing glue should be supplied by installer.Acrylic glue is recommended.

Max. connectable length per power supply
Length of LED fixture Power supply

(70% loading factor)
*=split into multiple circuits

20mm pitch

〜2.8m 50W power supply
〜4.9m 100W power supply
〜7.3m* 150W power supply

Circuit 1

Circuit 2

Circuit 3

Max. distance 20m

LED fixture max. :
LFP15 : 4.5m
LFP20 : 5m

System configuration diagram

■ Max. connectable length depends on the wattage of the power supply. 

■ Max. length per circuit of 
Luci Power FLEX 15 mm pitch is 4.5m,  
Luci Power FLEX 20 mm pitch is 5m.
If it exceeds, please split into multiple circuits.

■ Max. distance from the power supply to the end of LED fixture is 20m.

Power supply
DC24V
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Company Overview

Company name Luci Co.,Ltd

History

Capital 2000万円
Tsukasa Fukuyama

Luci Pte.,Ltd
LUCI (SHANGHAI) LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

CEO

Group company

Tokyo Japan Regional HQ 
Akasaka Bldg. 4F, 4-13-13, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0052, Japan	 Tel : +81-3-6327-7409

Tokyo Japan Regional HQ

Osaka Office 
Yotsubashinakano Bldg. 3F, 1-1-14, Minamihorie, Nishi-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka 550-0015, Japan	 Tel : +81-6-6110-7520

Osaka Office

- Contents Co., Ltd., established(Established 1995)
- Established Luci brand

- Luci Division established

- Luci (Shanghai) Lighting Technology Co., Ltd., established 
 as a local subsidiary to serve as the distributor for Luci products in China.

- Contents Co., Ltd., and info-P Co., Ltd., merged, 
 the Company name was changed to PROTERAS CO., LTD., 
 and the advertisement production division 
 was spun off to become a Contents Co., Ltd. (a wholly owned subsidiary).

- Beijing Office of Luci (Shanghai) Lighting Technology Co., Ltd., established

- Established Luci Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)

- Luci Co.,Ltd, as part of its transition into Teras Holdings Co.,Ltd.

2004

2005

2009

2010

2011

2012

2015


